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1. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY 
Let (Q, ?I, Pr) be an arbitrary probability space with distribution function 
(d.f.) F,- of the real random variable (T.v.) X: 5-? --?’ R, delined by 
F,(x) -:= Pr{w E fin: X(w) t< xl, for every x E R. Let X* be a normally 
distributed random variable with mean 0 and variance 1, i.e., X* is a random 
variable with d.f. FX*(x) (27r-1/2 J-TC, exp(-U2/2) &. 
A sequence (X&, of real r.v.‘s with variance satisfying 
0 < Var(X,) < +m, for each 11 E Iv, 
is said to satisfy the central limit theorem [2, p. 2231 in case (n ---f @I 
where 
FT,,(X) -+ Fx*(-4 (for each s E R), (1.1) 
(FTn(x) denoting the d.f. of the normalized sum 7,) and the expectation 
E(X) : = JR x SX(x)). This theorem is actually satisfied provided the sequence 
of r.v. is independent (which is case below) and identica!ly distributed. 
Of the many versions equivalent to (1.1) let us recall two further ones 
needed below. One is in terms of the pointwise convergence of the corre- 
sponding characteristic functions, namely 
* The research of Lothar Hahn was partially supported by UF‘G grant Ne 171’1. 
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mainly used to prove that a sequence 01’r.v. satisfies the central limit theorem. 
A second equivalence to (I. 1) is 
(1.3) 
for each ,j’~ C,(R), C,(R) denoting the class of bounded, uniformly con- 
tinuous functions defined on R. 
A sufficient condition for the validity of (1.1) is 
; I’7-J ~~ I~.,:/ ,I l 0 (n -+ NJ), (1.4) 
for eaclr,ft CBr(R) and some Y E N, where vX : CB(R) 4 C,(R) is the linear 
operator defined by 
(1.5) 
and C,“(R) L {f’~ C,(R):f“” E C,(R), 1 Gj + Y;, iij’i; -z- supUeR if‘(~)i. 
The operator VX was mainly introduced by H. F. Trotter [19] in order to 
present an elementary proof that a sequence (X,)z=, of r.v. satisfies the central 
limit theorem; it was taken over in a modified form in the monograph [18] 
by A. Renyi (who, however, did not cite Trotter). 
The study of the rate of convergence of Fq(x) to F&X) as IZ --f cx, in the 
uniform norm, apparently initiated by A. Liapounov [I I] in 1901, and carried 
out by H. Cramer [5] in 1937 and A. C. Berry [4] and C. G. Esseen [6] in 
the fourties, has been receiving considerable attention in recent years by 
V. M. Zolotarev [21], 1. A. lbragimov [9], V. Paulauskas [14], J. Banys, 
N. Kalinauskaiti and P. Vaitkus [I], V. V. Petrov [16], L. V. Osipov [12], 
L. V. Osipov and V. V. Petrov [13] and W. Feller [7]. 
There seem to be essentially two different types of results established so 
far, namely “large 0” and “small 0” approximation estimates. 
If the absolute third moment 
is finite, then Berry and Esseen showed’ that 
1~ F,,, --~ F,ye ,/ < C/$/(/I)~“, (1.6) 
if the sequence of real r.v. is independent and identically distributed. Con- 
cerning sharper estimates, the example of the lattice distributions shows that 
1 There are also investigations concerned with the best possible constant C’. For example. 
(271) 112 ’ C S. 0.82. These investigations [20] do not interest us hue. 
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the existence of higher absolute moments would not yield a better order of 
approximation than n-1/z (compare V.B. Gnedenko and A. N. Kolmogorov 
[S, p. 2121). However, if the d.f. F,(X) satisfies a condition of Cramer, namely 
&““dF&x) 1 < 1. (1.7) 
and if the pseudomoments (apparently first utilized by H. Bergstrom [3]) 
p(j) := j‘, .v’d[F,(x) - F,*(x)] == 0 (0 <j < r) Cl.9 
and if the rth absolute moment 
p7 := E(l x 1’) < 4-q (1.9) 
then lbragimov [9] showed that for any even Y 3 4 
il Fm - F,, pi = O(H-(~-~)/~) (n + m). (1.10) 
The first question is whether it is possible to obtain an order O(IZ-‘~-~)~~) 
provided only conditions (1.8), (1.9) are satisfied, the crucial condition (1.7) 
being dropped. Here Paulauskas [14] (actually in the frame of more general 
investigations) only achieved the order O(~z-lp) and not O(n-(r-m2)/“) as desired. 
However, if one would work in the equivalent convergence type ( 1.2), would 
it then be possible to show that 
J’ Rf(~) d[FTT,(x) - F,,(s)] = O(n-+*)jz)? (1.11) 
This will indeed be shown to be the case provided J’E CL-‘(R) and the 
(r - 1)th derivative fcr-l) E Lip 1, conditions (l.S), (1.9) being satisfied 
(see Theorem 2). Here r may also be odd. 
The next question is what happens when the sequence of r.v. is not iden- 
tically distributed in which case very little seems to be known. If, instead 
of (1.8), one introduces the condition 
Vi(j) := J x’d[Fxi(x) - FGtxe(s)] = 0 (0 <‘j < r; i E N): (1.12) 
R 
with 
(siz := Var(X,), (1.13) 
and, instead of (1.9), condition 
pr,i := E(l xi I’) < +m (i t N), (1.14) 
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then it will be shown that a result of type (1.11) is possible; for the precise 
formulation see Theorem 1. (Note that if (X,)z=_, is identically distributed, 
then (1.8) implies (1.12) since o.i2 := 1, i E N, and F, = F, . i,j~N). 
The second type of result is the small o-type theorem. If at first (XJ~~~, 
is identically distributed, then Esseen [6] showed that (see [8. p. 1951 or [17. 
p. 1801) 
uniformly in x provided conditions (1.7) and (1.9) are satisfied. Here the 
QJx) are rather intricate polynomials of degree 3k -- 1, determined indirectly 
(see V. V. Petrov [15]) with coefficients depending upon n,/a3...., 01~~+~/&‘~, 
where 
If condition (1.8) is satisfied not only for 0 <,j < r but also fori -my r, and 
(1.9) holds, then it can be shown that Q(x) =- 0 for 1 -c k -< r ~- 2, 
implying that 
Dropping the Cramer condition ( 1.7) the question arises as to what happens 
for the counterpart (1.11) with large-0 replaced by small-o. This leads to 
Theorem 3. 
If (X,):-r is not identically distributed, Lindeberg gave a sufficient con- 
dition for (1.1) or (1.2) to hold. It is given by 
for IZ ---f uz and every S > 0. where 
Conversely, if Feller’s condition is satisfied, namely 
(1.17) 
(1.18) lim max ((~~,ls,,) = 0, 
II , r I ‘. i. n 
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then Lindeberg’s condition follows from (1.1) or (1.2), or equivalently from 
/I FT,, - Fx, ij = o(l) (I? --f a). (1.19) 
This led us to the result that (see Theorem 4) 
where 
yr = E(l x* i’>, (I .21) 
provided (1.12) holds for 0 < j -5 r, i E N (r :> 2) and Feller’s condition as 
well as a generalized Lindeberg-type condition is satisfied, namely 
for n --f cc and every 8 > 0, where 
(Note that in case r = 2 condition ~!,,~(a) reduces to (1.16), and (1.12) is 
satisfied forj = 0, 1, 2, with CL, (/3Z,i + y2ai”) = O(S,~). So (1.20) coincides 
with (1.19). However, condition L,‘(S) does not imply L’,-l(6)). 
The four theorems announced will be established in Section 3. While 
Section 2 is concerned with some preliminary results, Section 4 is devoted to 
an application of our Theorem 2. Section 5 closes with concluding remarks 
on the norm chosen as well as with an open problem. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We need to recall the definition of the modulus of continuity and Lipschitz 
classes. The former is defined forfe C,(R), 6 1; 0 by 
(2.1) 
having the properties that w(f; 8) is a monotonely decreasing function of 8 
with w(f; 8) --) 0 for 6 + O+, and 
4-i w < (1 + 4 4.f; 8) (each h > 0). 0.2) 
A function J’E C,(R) is said to satisfy a Lipschitz condition of order CY, 
640/13/3-9 
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0 < N < 1, in symbols J‘E Lip N, if w(f‘ 8) == O(@). It is obvious that 
f’ E C,(R) impliesfE Lip 1. 
Concerning the operator P’, defined by (1.5), it is a contraction, i.e., 
jj V,fll z: I~,f,i for all .f~ C,(R). If XI , X, ,..., X, are independent T.v., then 
vcy x, --z vx ,I v, 11 .‘. (1 v, 
z-1 1 1 (2.3) n 
The operators Vxi and VI, commute, and VAY, v,~, if Gus --= F~,(,Y), 
i.e., if Xi and Xj are identically distributed. 
If the X, ,..., X, are moreover independent, and ci ;‘ 0 for i == I, 2; . . . . ,I, 
then 
V y” -lx L -,=1c, I Vc,lx i v,,;‘x d ..’ 2 vcn’x . 1 22 (2.4) n 
In particular, if ci = c :> 0, i -x: I, 2 ,.... II. 
v,7 ,A A*=, c ‘X, ~~ (V, lX)n. (2.5) 
where X represents some r.v. X, 
Furthermore, if A and B are two contradiction endomorphisms of C,( R) 
which commute with each other, then we also make use of the inequality 
More generally, if AI, A, ,..., A,, B, , B, ,..., B, are endomorphisms of 
C,(R) consisting of commutative, linear contraction operators, then for 
any f~ CdR), 
11 A,A, 0 ... 0 AJ- BIB, 0 ... ~1 BJI’ < f /I A,,fm-- B,,fl/ , (2.7) 
i-l 
Finally, if A’ is any r.v. with E(, X 1’) < I-m, then E(: A’ 1’) < +-w for 
any 1 <,j -> r, and 
E(: x I’) -< I + E( 1 x 1’). (2.8) 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let (X,)~sl he a sequence of real independent r.c. (not 
necessarily identically distributed) such that 
x’d[F&) - F,$*(x)] == 0 (0 <,j <r; iEN), (3.1) 
Pr,i 1 E(I Xi I’) < rm (iEN) (3.2) 
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.for some jxed r 3 3, r E N. Then for a?zyfE CL-l(R) 
If in addition to the above hypotheses f (1. -1) E Lip a, 0 < 01 -< 1, t/Ten 
THEOREM 2. If (X,)z=:=, is identically distributed, condition (3.1) being 
replacedby(l.8) withp, = E(I Xi’) < m, then.forany,f~ CL-‘(R) 
i/ jl, f - v,,fIl ~7 0[)7- (rp3) ‘* / n ,(f(~-1); n-ly]. 
If in addition f tr-l) E Lip ‘u, 0 < !X -< I, then 
;/ v,J'- V,,fm~ _- (7[,~-(~-3i-~)P]. 
" 
In particular, urlder the above hypotheses, 
. J(x) d[Fr,(x) - F,,(x)] = O[M-(‘~~+~)~~]. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. First note that in view of (2.4) 
v, = vs;lx( C’ Vs,‘,y, (’ ... 0 V,,‘x,, 





the latter holding since Cy=, (ais;‘X*) is a normally distributed :r.v. with 
mean zero and variance one. 
Since f E CL-l(R), one has by the Taylor series expansion 
T-l 
f(x + y) :-= 1 +qJ~) + fi [f”-“(q) - f”-“(y)], 
j=() . 
where 7 is some number between y and x -I- y. Applying the operator 
VSZIXi to f, this yields 
vs,lYJ(Y) 
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where 7 is now between -V and 1‘ :- s,;‘x, and J,,; is defined by ( I. 17). Since 
in view of (2.2) as ; 7 ~ J’ , -” 3;’ x ~, it follows by (2.8) that 
pj.,i being defined by ( 1.14). 
Analogously, since 
“ij,; : E(X,‘) == E((u,x*)‘) (0 ,I: ,j c r; i c N) 
by (3.1). and, in view of (1.21) that 
y&7,1’ ~ U,‘E(i X* IT) E(’ u,x* I”), 
one has, again by (2.2), that 
Combining the estimates (3.7) and (3.8) one has for each i = I, 2,..., H 
By (3.1), (3.2) and (2.7) this implies 
completing the proof of Theorem 1. 
Concerning the proof of Theorem 2, if (XJz=l is identically distributed, 
then ui2 == 1, /ITS1 = p,. , i = 1, 2 ,..., n, s,* := CyL, (~~2 :: II or s;(-;-’ =. n(~-1)/2, 
and Cz-, CP,..f + y,~.,~ + 1) = O(n). 
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THEOREM 3. Let (X,)zm=, be a sequence ofreal, independent and identically 
distributed r.1). such that 
&j) .= s, s’d[F,&) - F&Y)] = 0 (0 :<<,i .-‘: I’) 
and /I, = E( / X 1’) < + m for sornejxed r 2 2, r E N. Then jbr anyfc CB7( R) 
(1 VT,,,/‘- v~y*f:l = o(n-(‘-“‘:‘) 
In particular, jbr any f e C,‘(R) 
(n -+ m). (3.9) 
i’ 
Rf(x) d[Fr,l(.u) - F,y*(s)] = o(n--),‘2) (n --f co). 
YrooJ Since f e C,r(R), we may apply the operator V,_l,r to the Taylor 
series expansion of ,f of order r (instead of order r ~ 1 as in proof of 
Thm. 1) to yield 
E’.,;~,yf( y) = ,c” $ +f”‘( y) :- $1 .I’ .~[f(~)(rj) --- .f”“( y)] dF.&), 
. R 
where q is some number between 4’ and 4’ + s;‘x. Since f E CBv(R), to each 
E .> 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that / 7 ~ ,v 1 < 6 implies If(“)(q) -- f(“)(~x)i < E. 
For this 6 we split up the above integral into 
s”[jy~) - j(‘)(y)] c/F&) 
71 
= I 1 + I,, say. 
For I, one has j q - y ) < s;’ 1 x / < 6, implying 
Since fir is finite, JiV~ak 1 x lr u’F,(x) --t 0 for k + a~. Therefore for n suffi- 
ciently large 1 f2 1 < E since s,, = (n)‘:‘. 
Thus one has for n sufficiently large 
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Since E(X*‘) LX) , 0 < j ~1 Y and E(i A’* ~‘) =.- yr is finite, one has a 
corresponding estimate for the r.v. X*, and so by the triangle inequality 
1, V,,l,j’- La,lx*f‘l; =:- o(s,)‘) (I? --f al). 
In view of (2.61, (3.5) and (3.6) this gives 
,I vT,,J’- V,*,/‘l~ +. n 1, Vs,lxf-- v-x,‘X*.f‘/; == o(n--(‘-2)j2), 
and so the desired estimate (3.9). 
THEOREM 4. Let (X,),TGL bL> a sequence of real, independent r.v. (not 
necessarily identically distributed) such that (3.1) and (3.2) holdfor some Y >: 2. 
Asszme ,further that the generalized Lindeberg condition (1.22) of order r 
as \tTell as Feller’s condition (1.18) be satisjied. Then for anvfg C,‘(R) 
Proqf: On account of (3.5), (3.6) and (2.7) it suffices to show that 
g i: K,;IX,/ - K;laix*.l’i, y 0 [sh’ i CPr.j -t yroir)J tn - m) 
for each .f E C,‘(R). 
Analogously as in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3 we have 
where 17 is some number between y and y + s;lx, and 8 is chosen as in the 
proof of Theorem 3. 
Since I 71 -~ 1; 1 < s;’ 1 x 1 < 8, / I, / < cP,,I/(r!sn’r), and one has 
The counterinequality for the r.v. X* reads on account of (3.1) 
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Combining both inequalities gives 
where 
Multiplying by r!s,r, summing over the i’s and dividing by xi”=, (pr,i + y,oir), 
one has 
since /3r,i > 0, ui > 0, yr > 0. 
Since in view of Lindeberg’s condition (1.22) the first term in the curly 
brackets tends to zero for n + co (noting that CyZ, /3r,i = f,r), one need 
only show that u, CT=, <n,i --f 0 for n + co, where 
u,l = g uir. 
Indeed, letj be the index such that (TV == maxISisn oi . Then 
-i ~ . ;,c!>(6s ), ’ x iTdFx*(x). 1s “3 
Applying Feller’s condition (i.e., s,/cri + cc for n + co) and noting that 
E(I X* 1’) < fco, the theorem follows. 
4. AN APPLICATION 
Let us consider an application of Theorem 2 to a particular sequence of 
identically distributed r.v. (X,)LpZl , kindly suggested to us by Professor 
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Kaerkes, Aachen. These may be introduced via the d.f’s L;c, of the X, which 
are equal to another for all 17 E N, i.e., 
The hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied with r -- 6. Indeed, E(S) = 0 
for j odd, and E(F) =: 1, 1, 3, 9 for j -= 0, 2, 4, 6, respectively, implying 
p(,j) =: 0 for 0 .( ,j < 6. Hence (3.4) takes on the form 
i‘ R S(s) d[FT,(X) - Fx*(x)] = O(nr’3 + a’/?) 
for each f(j) 5 Lip (Y, 0 < (Y : _ I. 
In the particular instance thatf(x) = eiUz, fixed u E R, one has the estimate 
[2 -f COS(3zP/II)1’2]~~ 
3” 
e-cL2i2 = o?L(n-z), 
the large 0 depending on u, indeed 
and 
i’ eiu%iFx(x) = +[2 + cos u 2/j]. (4.1) R 
It is important to note that (4.1) reveals that the condition (1.7) of Cramer 
is not satisfied for this example. More generally (see [lo p. 26]), Cramer’s 
condition is not satisfied if the identically distributed r.v. X, have lattice 
distribution. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The original question of this paper was to examine conditions upon a 
sequence of ident. distributed r.v. such that the approximation (1.10) 
holds. However, in attempting to reach this goal we found conditions 
yielding (1.11). As noted, we needed one condition less than what Ibragimov 
[9] needed to establish (1.10) in the case of even r, namely condition (1.7). 
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Moreover, our proof proceeded in the “original” function space and so was 
rather elementary, essentially only making use of the Taylor series expansion. 
Jbragimov’s proof, as well as all other proofs yielding estimates on the rate 
of convergence-as far as the authors are aware-always proceed via the 
“transformed” function space, in other words are carried out by means of 
characteristic functions, thus Fourier transforms. Moreover, these proofs 
are rather long and use intricate estimates. See also Feller [22, p. 4871. 
The question still remains whether it is possible to show that (1.11) implies 
(I. 10) under some additional condition such as (1.7). More precisely, does 
sup / 1 .f(x + J) d[F,n(x) - Fy*(X)] 1 = 0(/l ‘7. Xl,‘?), 
lJFR ‘R 
(5.1) 
forfE C,‘(R) imply that 
sup FTn(X) - Fy*(,Y) = u(n-+“‘:‘), 
XER 
(5.2) 
under (1 .S) together with some further condition ? 
Note that if (5.2) holds, then in the case of even r ;r 4 an inverse result of 
Ibragimov [9] implies that (without use of (1.7)) ,LIr < +cz, and p(j) :z 0 
for 0 <j < r in (1.8), which in turn implies (5.1) by our direct Theorem 2. 
Recall that in our application of Section 4 the crucial condition (1.7) is not 
satisfied. 
The matter described above could also be discussed in the case of non- 
identically distributed r.v.‘s. But this should be much more difficult as there 
seem to be no comparable results known. 
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